
> the capability. > any data generated in the course of using 
the capability.

> in the implementation or use of 
the capability.

> in connection with the data generated in the 
course of using the capability.

> prevent or impair the successful 
implementation, configuration, customization, 
maintenance, support, or use of the capability.

> prevent or limit the use, 
exchange, or portability of any 
data generated in the course of 
using the capability

E-prescribing (including associated 
clinical decision support allergy 
and interaction checks and drug 
formulary checks)  Relevant 
certification criteria § 
170.315(a)(4) and (a)(10) and 
(b)(3)

The integration of RxNT/EHR 7.1 allows users to 
electronically transmit medication prescriptions to a 
patient's pharmacy.  Additionally, drug interaction and 
allergy checks are provided within RxNT/EHR 7.1.

X Annual 
licensing and 
subscription 
fee. 

Annual licensing and subscription 
fee.

none none none Proper initial configuration required of provider to 
enable data communication between 
RevolutionEHR and RxNT/EHR

Proper initial configuration 
required of provider to enable 
data communication between 
RevolutionEHR and RxNT/EHR

Direct messaging functionality

[Relevant certification criteria: § 
170.315(b)(1) and (h)(1))

RevDirect allows users to send and receive Direct-
based messages to/from other users of certified 
health IT systems. Direct messages may include 
clinical data, notes, and other information, subject to 
the limitations noted. 

RevDirect supports related Promoting Interoperability 
and ONC requirements for sending and receiving 
transitions of care summary documents.

RevDirect capabilities include bundled Health Internet 
Service Provider (HISP) services for facilitating 
message exchange.

X Monthly 
subscription 
fee

Montly subscription fee as a 
percentage of monthly 
RevolutionEHR access fee

none none none Proper initial configuration required of provider to 
enable Direct messaging system.

Proper initial configuration 
required of provider to enable 
Direct messaging system.

Limitations of a technical, technological or practical nature that a user may encounter 
that could:

Limitations (Technical / Practical)
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Description of capability
Mandatory Disclosures for RevolutionEHR

Capability
Limitations of a contractual nature (including developer policies and other business 

practices) that a user may encounter:

Limitations (Contractual / Business Practices)Additional Types of Costs or Fees
Additional types of costs or fees that a user may be required to pay to purchase, 
license, implement, maintain, upgrade, use, or otherwise enable and support the 

use of:

Types of 
Costs or Fees 
to be paid by 

a provider for 
the capability


